7th ASEAN-OECD GOOD REGULATORY PRACTICES NETWORK (GRPNN)

Strengthening Business Environment through National Programme: Authorized Economic Operator (AEO)
INTRODUCTION OF AEO

World Customs Organization (WCO), WTO TFA, SAFE FoS & RKC

Certification of high compliance/high integrity companies

Secure supply chain (Terrorism/security/safety)

97 countries have implemented it

Benefits especially exporters with the signing of Mutual Recognition Agreement/Arrangement (MRA)

Benefits the country and industry (Win-Win)

Partnership with trade

SECURE, FAST, EFFICIENT & COMPETITIVE
Whole government approach – 44 govt agencies

i. Fostering more transparent governance;

ii. Payment of duties and taxes more accurately;

iii. Import/export process through integrated trade facilitation methods;

iv. Secure and facilitate legitimate trade, increasing operational efficiency; and

v. Aligning of existing compliance programmes
Why National AEO Programme?

1. Economic recovery programme – new environment
2. Government revenue – fiscal
Benefit National AEO Programme

1. Trade facilitation
2. Sharing risk - Checklist
3. Agile border management
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